
Are you on the 
lookout for new 
team members?
are-able is 
here to help. 

Employer Support 
It’s tough finding people right now. Unemployment 
is low, and there’s a lot of competition for job 
seekers. But if you’re willing to embrace a more 
flexible hiring approach, are-able can help. 
We’ve got skilled workers on stand-by. 

Passionate jobseekers
We have a number of eager and motivated 
individuals who are ready to work under your 
guidance. All they need is an opportunity.

Your business, your needs
Let’s team up to find the perfect fit for your business. 
With our funding, you can train individuals who are eager 
to work. All they need to shine is a little extra support. 

What to expect from are-able
Open communication and enthusiastic workers.  
We’re passionate about connecting our  
jobseekers with the right opportunities  
– and making things easier for your business. 

The next step
Get in touch with our friendly team. We’ll see 
how we can solve your staffing problems. 

1800 566 066 
areable.org.au



Bandicoot Motor Inn

Harry, the owner of Bandicoot 
Motor Inn, was on the lookout for 
a helping hand with maintenance 
and gardening.  

That’s when he reached out to the team at are-able 

Hamilton. Together, we sat down to figure out how  

we could help. 

It turned out Harry needed more than just the tasks 

done. He needed someone reliable, someone he could 

trust. That’s where are-able stepped in and introduced 

Harry to Craig – a perfect match for the role.

Fast-forward a year, and Craig is doing an amazing 

job. He’s become an invaluable part of the Bandicoot 

Motor Inn family. Living proof that, with the right fit, 

great things can happen!

Beechworth Bakery 

Jordan Ditloff, the manager at Beechworth 
Bakery, was on the hunt for not one, but 
two, new team members. 

He was determined to create an opportunity for every 

corner of the local community, so he reached out to  

are-able to see if we had any potential candidates. 

As it turned out, we had a handful of amazing candidates 

lined up. They were pre-screened and ready to shine. 

Among them were Melissa and Katrina, two job seekers 

who ticked all the right boxes: enthusiasm, maturity, life 

skills, and a willingness to learn. 

“Both Katrina and Melissa are mums coming back into the 

workforce… we have a lot of staff here who are younger, 

and having that balance of backgrounds gives a really 

nice well-rounded feel to the team,” said Jordan.

Ready to build your team? Give us a call  
and let’s find the right staff for the right role. 

1800 566 066 
areable.org.au


